DIGITAL MUSIC TECHNOLOGY PROJECT

INTERNS WANTED

APP DEVELOPERS
FLASH PROGRAMMERS
GURU’S:
WEB/WORDPRESS, GRAPHICS, ANIMATION
MARKETING, COMMUNICATIONS, SOCIAL MEDIA

MAKE A DIFFERENCE, SHARPEN YOUR SKILLS

OUR MUSIC TECHNOLOGY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Play a major role in defining and launching this history-making technical innovation. Our new digital musical interface is THE next “KILLER APP!” It makes playing music easy, and can be used by nearly EVERYONE. We aim to popularize music making, like how the mouse popularized computers. EVERYONE is inherently musical. Our technology simplifies accessing innate ability. This is your chance to positively impact many people’s lives with music!

DEVELOPERS AND PROGRAMMERS, BIG PLUSES IF:
- You’re a musician
- You understand music and acoustics

GURU’S, DIGITAL, MARKETING, COMMUNICATIONS, BIG PLUSES IF:
- You want to be inside the Digital Media technology convergence industry
- You want to meet and interact with celebrity musicians, influencers, schools, etc
- You enjoy evangelizing, promotions, and audio visual presentations

SCHOOL CREDIT AND OPEN INVITATION
You can arrange to receive school credit, fellowships, work-study or any other form of compensation available through your school or other institution. We welcome undergrads, post grads, and anyone interested in being a part of this unique and exciting project to apply. There will be recommendations for a job well done and paid position possible dependent upon performance.

FOR DETAILS CONTACT
newmusic619@gmail.com. Include your resume, internship type, and a description telling us why you want to become part of this meaningful project and how you believe you can contribute.

PLEASE LEAVE POSTED FOR OTHERS